
   

       

  Christmas Tempter Gift Basket
 
£89.24

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
A timeless favourite, with tasty modern additions. This Christmas gift
basket is stunningly presented and filled with delicious sweet treats
difficult to refuse. Are you tempted?

  Details
 
Tempting in taste and in price. Top tasting bakery goods completed by a range of sweet items where the producers have passion for their
creations. Drawing you in with delicious products, it's hard to say no to our Christmas Tempter Gift Basket, especially at such a reasonable
price. With both traditional and contemporary tastes this food hamper will leave you wowed. The products we chose for this hamper were
chosen with dedication and care to make sure they were harmonious in colour, taste and concept. This ensures that when the gift is received it
looks amazing, conveying the love that went into giving it. Taste is obviously a very important element of any food hamper and the tastes of the
individual products have to complement each other and not just be random products thrown together, this is the concept of the gift. This
makes a gift, not a selection of products. This is something we are very passionate about here and we really hope that you appreciate the time
and effort that we put into creating the gifts that we send out. As most of our Christmas Hampers are sent as gifts, we understand how
important it is that the gift shows how much love was intended when it was sent, this is why we hand pack all of our hampers with love,
guaranteeing it will look beautiful with an outstanding presentation. Christmas Tempter arrives beautifully presented in a traditional wicker
hamper with ribbon. Customers love the traditional wicker hampers which we chose, they celebrate the epitome of Christmas, and they create
excitement when they are pulled out of the delivery cartoon and the recipient can rummage through and see all the artisan foods they have
been sent. If you are looking for a Christmas gift and aren't sure what to give or are looking for something different this year, can you be
tempted by the Christmas Tempter? 

Additional Information
 
Contents

Christmas Foods
Holmes Traditional Small Handmade Christmas Pudding 180g
Brandy Luxury MincePies Ditty's x 4

Gourmet Foods
Original Irish Oat Cookies Kilbeggan 200g
The Chocolate Box' Butlers 160g
Handcrafted Honeycomb Bars Holmes Bakery 200g
Handcrafted Caramel Fingers Holmes Bakery 200g
DutchStyle Dark Chocolate Waffles Tregroes 260g
Irish Cheddar&Onion Hand Cooked Crisps Shindigs 40g
Barista Roast Coffee Bags SD Bells
Ethical English Breakfast Tea Bags NEMI
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GNAW Orange Hot Chocolate Stick
Mint Crunch Dark Butlers Chocolate 100g

Presented in a Small Fabric Lined White Wicker Gift Basket
Decorated in Luxury Satin Ribbon
Greetings Card for your Personalised Message
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